
Intralogistics
for Airports
BHS + Pax  +  A i r  Cargo



#EFFICIENCY + #EXPERIENCE

#WeAreQuintino

Interroll: Interroll offers numerous proven solutions to answer the needs of airport professionals all over the world: from 
the time your bag is checked until it is reclaimed, Interroll drum motors, rollers, and conveyors are used in the bag 
handling areas of countless airports on all continents. Over 80% of all checkpoint scanner conveyors worldwide are 
powered by Interroll drive and control solutions.

Cassioli Airport Division: Cassioli is an Italian Company with 75 years working in intralogistics solutions, all around the 
world. They make systems for ASRS, for every kind of loads and goods, in many industries. The airport division, bring key 
solutions to new airports need´s. Innovation, and quality, is added at our systems, and local tailored technical systems, 
becaming our projects the best option in global technology + local service.
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#RollingOnInterroll: We´re the exclusive member in Argentina of #ROI. An interroll´s partners programs 
which ensure our customers high level of quality and services.
More about RollingOnInterroll: www.rollingoniterroll.com

Quintino Material Handling Solutions offers a whole line of innovatives 
and tailor mader developes for airport intralogistics.

We are the key supplier for airports Intralogistics Solutions

Consultory
Our systems are based on analytics, past present and posible futures, Simula-
tions as a tool to define the best option to keep flexible and scalable every 
investments. We care our client business´s. Business such as BHS (Baggage 
Handling Systems) Inbound and Reclaim Systems or Aire Cargo Equipement.

D&D
Our Engineer Team´s make one solution for each one of our clientes. No one 
Project is the same of other. Total customization. For stay competitive  we offer 
a mix of our Solutions + key equipement from leader partners, to bring a global 
quality with the best local technical service.

Creating + Making + Comissioning
We are a factory, with more than 25 years working and creating the technology 
that convey many kind of products, loads and process status. Our clients could 
came and visiting the creation process of everyproject, to make F.A.T.s, 
Simulations and followup.

Maintenance
Our mission is keep on moving every Project, so life cicle service is the key to 
preventive and even predictive maintenance. Giving this exceptional service to 
our customers we achieve a longlasting life to that systems, at the same time 
that less energy consumption and low the greenfoot impact systems. 
Industry4.0 is challenge for innovative constant search and best practices
make the difference.

Up-Grade Systems
Industrial Early Birds: We are in continious updateing ready for antipciate our 
clients about trends and innovation. Know our clients need´s and we stay tuned 
with the lastest innovations, so we offer just the upgrade they need. We make 
long lasting profesional relationships with all of our references, with responsa-
bility and effort, we have found a path of trust to do it as a team, together. 
Their evolution is on our charge. Thats our comitement. Always focusing in save 
energy, timing and optimizing operations.

AD-HOC PROJECTS

FIND US WERE
EVER YOU GO IN
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#StayTuned

#PERFORMANCE + #FLEXIBILITY

BHS – Bagagge Handling Systems & Pax Management
Automatic and semi-automatic classification systems: Sorters for luggage, fully 
automated, and high performance. Robust and simple operation.

These systems are the heart of “the behind the scenes” of airports today, making 
the baggage flows a harmonious and efficient process.

Systems for storage of luggage early or in transit: With our partner Cassioli we 
offer a complete range of automatic storage solutions, for luggage, according to 
the time line for transit, the weights and sizes of the packages to be stored. 
Compounding modular, flexible and scalable systems.

Makeup.

Luggage claim systems: Carousels of different materials and configurations, 
suitable for luggage sizes and heterogeneous surfaces.

Information systems for Traceability and tracking according to IATA requirements.

Modernization of facilities.

EasyHandy: Modular systems of 
manipulation without effort, to 
transport ULDs inside the
terminal with minimum effort.

Consolidation and
deconsolidation of loads.

Automatic storage of early or 
transit ULDs of different sizes. 
Powerful stacker crane that
handles loads of up to 8000kg.

Semi-automatic storage of ULDs
early or in transit, of different sizes, 
operating specific temperatures.

Dynamic workstations.

Automation of internal logistics 
processes, reception, weighing, 
consolidation and dispatch.

Intralogistic conditioning of refrigerated 
airport cameras for reception, handling 
and dispatch with efficient flows in air 
cargo terminals.

Air Cargo Solutions
Air cargo terminals are an advantage key in global logistics today. Terminals have been 
forced to re-equip themselves and increase their competitiveness to the compass of 
e-commerce, the new legislative and sanitary international norms. It becames largely 
competitive the terminal areas around to open up new market places.

Quintino Material Handling Solutions have improved cargo terminals for several years,
in this process with great success and great added value. From the point of view of the 
collaborators, accidents and injuries have decreased to a great extent, while they have 
multiplied their load processing capacity.

Air Cargo
Solutions

We provide solutions to:

+45° TO -30°

Fast2check – Automated Passengers Flow Technology
Management & Inspection System

Introducing Fast2Check. An innovative automatic system that optimizes the operation of the 
inspection and verification of hand luggage, making a slow and uncomfortable process in a fast 
and efficient automated process.

With respect to the traditional system, this system that accelerates the flow of passengers and 
hand luggage for the verification sector, meets all the requirements and provides new benefits 
for both passengers and the security personnel involved in the task.

Speed

Ergonomics

Flexibility

Really simple Configuration and reconfiguration

Optimization of the occupied surface

Economic efficiency

Compatible with the IATA Recommendations

Compatible with all X-Ray Mechanisms
in the market

Fast2Check has been successfully installed in Airports as:
    Rome Fiumicino: T1 T2 T3 and T5     Florence     Napoli     Bologna     Madrid     Santiago de Compostela     Seville

Baggage and
fast2check Solutions

Fast2Check offers in its different configurations the guarantee of:
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#Intralogistic

“Rolling On Interroll” is not only a quality label. It is our
joint statement for superior quality and performance
that we’re making together with our partners.

Find out more: interroll.com/rolling-on-interroll

How to read the QR code with my cell phone?

INTERACTIVE BROCHURE
All qr drive you to
audiovisual content. 

1 - Make sure you have the QR code handy and with
      enough light for your reading.
2 - With your iPhone or iPad with iOS 11, on the lock screen
      Slide to the right to open the camera.
3 - If your device is unlocked, access the Camera app.
4 - Focus on the QR code.

1 - Press and hold the start button of your Android phone.
      This will display the Google Assistant.
2 - Bottom right, tap on the camera button.
3 - Focus the camera on the QR code you want to read.
4 - When a colored dot appears on the QR, Tap on it
      to scan the code.

*Including Photos and Material by Agreement with
Cassioli Group, Interroll Group, Comau Group, Haloila Oy

4765 - 62 St.
San Martín, (B1650LXI) Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tel: [+5411] 4754.5556
contacto@quintino.com.ar
www.quintino.com.ar


